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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 

Dispersal influences several ecological and evolutionary processes, such as intraspecific competition, 

genetic drift and inbreeding. It can lead to phenotypic mismatch with the habitat when a locally 

adapted individual winds up in an environment with a divergent selection regime compared to the 

source habitat. The aim of this project was to compare dispersive traits in the freshwater isopod Asellus 

aquaticus from a cave habitat, with surface dwelling isopods collected upstream and downstream from 

the cave system. The subterranean stream (cave) represents a rare, geographically limited habitat which 

has a divergent selective pressure compared to the surrounding habitats. Experiments on dispersal were 

performed in the laboratory, in darkness with IR-equipment for visualization. Displacement was 

measured using one-dimensional test arenas. Compared to the surface phenotype, the cave phenotype 

was expected to have reduced fitness outside of the cave and unlikely to successfully disperse to new 

areas of similar suitable conditions. The results did not follow my main hypothesis that isopods from 

the cave would be less dispersive than individuals from the surface. The inconclusive results might 

derive from large variation in the data and divergent adaptations which yield similar expression of 

dispersal. 
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1 Abstract 

Dispersal influences several ecological and evolutionary processes, such 

as intraspecific competition, genetic drift and inbreeding. It can lead to 

phenotypic mismatch with the habitat when a locally adapted individual 

winds up in an environment with a divergent selection regime compared 

to the source habitat. The aim of this project was to compare dispersive 

traits in the freshwater isopod Asellus aquaticus from a cave habitat, with 

surface dwelling isopods collected upstream and downstream from the 

cave system. The subterranean stream (cave) represents a rare, 

geographically limited habitat which has a divergent selective pressure 

compared to the surrounding habitats. Experiments on dispersal were 

performed in the laboratory, in darkness with IR-equipment for 

visualization. Displacement was measured using one-dimensional test 

arenas. Compared to the surface phenotype, the cave phenotype was 

expected to have reduced fitness outside of the cave and unlikely to 

successfully disperse to new areas of similar suitable conditions. The 

results did not follow my main hypothesis that isopods from the cave 

would be less dispersive than individuals from the surface. The 

inconclusive results might derive from large variation in the data and 

divergent adaptations which yield similar expression of dispersal. 

2 Introduction 

Dispersive traits are crucial for the ecology and evolution of most 

species, affecting survival and fecundity, as well as gene flow across the 

landscape. Dispersion affects a wide array of scientific topics, such as 

population dynamics, spatial distribution of species’, responses to change 

in the environment, morphology and life history (Bowler & Benton 2005; 

Travis et al 2012). Selection of dispersive traits occur in response to 

landscape characteristics, including habitat availability, habitat 

persistence and landscape structure (Travis & Dytham 1999; Bonte et al 

2010). The landscape structure may therefore have a pronounced impact 

on the evolution of dispersal, as short and long distance dispersal 

strategies are affected by separate properties of the landscape (Bonte et al 

2010). 

There might be several evolutionary stable attractors for dispersal in a 

fitness landscape, leading to dispersal dimorphism (Kisdi 2002) or even 

polymorphism. However, during certain circumstances, such as when 

migration rates are high and have a higher impact on a population’s gene 
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pool than selection pressure, local adaptations will not appear and 

polymorphism will be lost. The allele with the highest average 

reproductive success over the entire metapopulation will thus become 

fixed over time (Lenormand 2002). However, Kirkpatrick and Barton 

(2006) highlights that evolution can be strongly driven by local 

adaptation mechanisms even when migration occurs between 

populations. 

High dispersal rates counter kin competition and inbreeding (Gandon 

1999). It also counters extinction risks due to environmental fluctuation, 

genetic drift and negative mutations in small populations as well as 

escaping competition from conspecifics (Ronce 2007). There are several 

costs for dispersal which create trade-offs between dispersal capability 

and other traits (Bonte et al 2012). This explains why high dispersal rates 

are not a universal solution. 

In some cases, as at an expanding range, high dispersal is favoured even 

though it increases mortality and reduce lifetime reproductive success in 

a short time perspective (Barton et al 2012). It might take several 

generations before the high dispersal strategy has repaid its costs through 

a higher number of descendants. This illustrates the importance of not 

measuring fitness solely by lifetime reproductive success (Travis et al 

2009), or draw preconceived conclusions about selection on dispersal.  

Benard & McCauley (2008) discusses how natal habitat can affect the 

probability of dispersal through phenotypic plasticity, which can conceal 

genotypic adaptation (Baquedano et al 2008). Experiments with a 

common garden approach might counter such plasticity by introducing a 

common life history between phenotypes. 

Divergent selection can create reproductive isolation due to both 

decreased fitness in migrants themselves but also in hybrid offspring (Via 

et al 2000; Hendry 2004; Nosil et al 2005). Divergent selection even 

creates heterogeneous divergence on the genome itself, creating variation 

in the properties and occurrences of differentiated genomic regions (Nosil 

et al 2009). Because plasticity is costly (DeWitt et al 1998, but see Auld 

et al 2009) it is not likely that plasticity would fully counter the 

disadvantage of migration to a contrasting habitat (Marshall et al 2010) 

nor be favourable in a stable environment. However, plasticity can act as 

a counter to directional maladaptive gene flow in marginal habitats 

(Chevin & Lande 2011).  

It is fair to state that caves are reasonable rare and unique environments 

and as Culver & Pipan (2015) concludes, the evolution of cave 

morphology have been studied since Lamarck. Both eye and pigment loss 
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occur in cave animals (Protas et al 2011; Pipan & Culver 2012) which 

puts cave animals at quite a disadvantage in surface environments. There 

are examples of both obligate (Culver et al 2000; Voituron et al 2011) 

and facultative species’ (Protas & Jeffery 2012; Manenti & Ficetola 

2013) which are used to study cave adaptation. A few which have had 

recent attention is the olm (Roteus anguinus) (Mail & Bulog 2015), the 

Mexican tetra (Astyanax mexicanus) (Gross et al 2015) and the water 

louse (Asellus aquaticus) (Konec et al 2016). A. aquaticus is widespread 

in lakes, streams and ponds throughout Europe (see Sworobowicz et al 

2015) 

In this study I compare dispersive traits in two phenotypes of A. 

aquaticus, cave and surface dwelling. There are many examples of 

regressive and constructive phenotypic changes which occur in cave 

phenotypes, compared to the surface morph (Gross 2012). For instance, 

elongation of pereiopod (leg) length have been found in the cave 

phenotype of Asellus (Turk et al 1996) and relative length of legs is 

coupled to movement speed in both ants and toads (Phillips et al 2006; 

Pearce-Duvet et al 2011). Because dispersal rate is connected to habitat 

availability (Travis & Dytham 1999) it is reasonable that the differences 

between phenotypes affect dispersive trait expression. 

However, there is little information on dispersive traits in A. aquaticus 

and knowledge about variation in morphological traits such as body size 

and length of legs influence on movement have not been well studied. 

Eroukhmanoff & Svenssson (2009) show that escape speed is correlated 

to body size. 

There have been some studies on different aspects of movement in A. 

aquaticus (Englund & Hambäck 2004; Van den Brink et al 2007). Often 

they have another main focus than dispersion alone such as recovery after 

pollution events (Galic et al 2012) and colonization after glaciation 

periods (Verovnik et al 2005). Even though published knowledge about 

the subterranean Asellus population in the Swedish region is scarce, the 

subject have had lot of attention in southern part of Europe, mainly the 

Balkans and southeastern part of central Europe (Turk et al 1996; 

Verovnik et al 2004, 2005; Prevorčnik et al 2009; Protas et al 2011; 

Konec et al 2015).  

The main hypothesis of the present study was that animals in the cave 

would be less dispersive than individuals collected outside of the cave. 

Compared to the outside phenotype, the cave phenotype was expected to 

have reduced fitness outside of the cave and unlikely to successfully 

disperse to new areas of similar suitable conditions. 
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3 Material & methods 

3.1 Study organism 

Asellus aquaticus is a common freshwater isopod. It feeds primarily on 

bacteria and fungi associated with detritus, as well as periphyton ( 

Marcus et al 1978; Arakelova 2001) but it can also feed on both 

macrophytes themselves as well as dead conspecifics (Marcus et al 1978). 

In the study region of southern Scandinavia A. aquaticus reproduce only 

once and have one or two generations per year (Økland 1978). 

There are studies of A. aquaticus where recently divergent selection 

pressures have created new ecotypes (Hargeby et al 2004; Hargeby et al 

2005; Eroukhmanoff et al 2009; Eroukhmanoff et al 2011; Harris et al 

2011; Karlsson Green et al 2016) but also studies which are looking at 

cave and surface habitats where the selection pressure have led to 

phenotypes with such differences that they sometimes are discussed as 

subspecies’ (Turk et al 1996; Verovnik et al 2004; Prevorčnik et al 2009; 

Konec et al 2015). 

 

3.2 Field collection 

Collection of test animals was conducted in the Lummelunda stream 

running through the karst system in Cave Lummelunda (Gotland) at 

several sites upstream, inside and downstream of the cave system during 

the 16th through 18th of June 2015. Nine sampling locations were used 

and were distributed with three upstream of the cave, three inside and 

three downstream of the cave system (Figure 1 & 2), for coordinates for 

the locations see Table 1. Henceforth the locations will be referred to as 

belonging to either the upstream (US), cave (CA) or downstream (DS) 

area if not referred to directly. 
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Figure 1. The sampling locations Up- (US) and Downstream (DS) of Cave 
Lummelunda, with the number indexing ascending with the water current 
(GOOGLE EARTH 2016). 

 
Figure 2. The sampling locations in Cave Lummelunda (CA), with the number 
indexing ascending with the water current. Map from SSF (Swedish 
Speleological Association). 
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Table 1. The sample locations in downstream order, with the coordinates in 
SWEREF99 TM (no available coordinates for the cave locations, see Figure 
2). Sediment description is very broad and should only be viewed as a rough 
description. 

Stream 
Order Site name  Coordinates Sediment 

1 Upstream 1 US1 6404890.03 N 702639.5 E gravel 

2 Upstream 2 US2 6405014.39 N, 702560.2 E gravel 

3 Upstream 3 US3 6404997.57 N, 702572.9 E gravel 

4 Cave 1 CA1 Sandbanken gravel 

5 Cave 2 CA2 Upstream Lerhamnen rocks 

6 Cave 3 CA3 Turistgrottan, Sal 6 gravel 

7 Downstream 1 DS1 6404628.10 N, 704171.5 E fresh detritus 

8 Downstream 2 DS2 6404636.03 N, 704020.7 E knee-waist high detritus 

9 Downstream 3 DS3 6404696.88 N, 703835.5 E 2-3 dm detritus 

 

Isopods were collected with hand nets using the standardized kick 

sampling method (mesh size 0.5 mm, SS-EN 27 828) and traps which 

were emptied after 24 hours. The traps, designed as in Pehrsson (1984),  

were created out of 200ml polypropylene boxes with the bottom 

exchanged with a conically shaped net (mesh size 1.1 mm, PVC 

reinforced with fibre glass), faced inwards with a 1 cm opening in the 

centre. The lids central part was also exchanged with a net of the same 

type, thus enabling water flow through the trap. Because collection using 

different methods is likely to result in different bias (Biro & Dingemanse 

2009) isopods collected with traps were treated separately from the ones 

collected by kick sampling. 

A week before the experiments started isopods were moved to an 

experimental constant room with air temperature of approximately 10 °C. 

The isopods were stored in polypropylene cages, which partly consisted 

of net walls, which in turn was kept within larger containers, sharing 

water between four cages. The cages were arranged so that at least one 

location (US1, US2, US3, CA1…) from each area (US, CA, DS) was 

represented in each container. Oxygenation was ensured using air pumps 

connected to diffusers and the water, which was collected downstream of 

Lake Rosenkällasjön (6472399.06 N, 533831.44 E SWEREF99 TM) was 

changed weekly. The isopods were fed with decaying alder (Alnus 

glutinosa) leaves. There was no light, except for a few minutes per day 

during handling equipment and animals. 
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Due to high mortality rates in the initial batch (above 60 %), probably 

caused by a Saprolegnia spp outbreak (personal observation), 

complementary sampling using only the kick sampling method was 

conducted during the 3rd and 4th of October 2015. During this occasion, a 

high number of isopods had to be released, especially in the downstream 

area, due to their small size making video recording of them futile. 

A lab reared, common garden, first generation of both the cave and 

surface phenotype (parental generation collected with kick sampling at 

site CA 3 and between sites US 2 & 3 respectively) was also used in the 

experiment. These animals were reared in open containers with identical 

handling. 

 

3.3 Displacement experiment 

Displacement experiments were conducted in above mentioned 

experimental constant room in grey polypropylene pipes (7.5 cm in 

diameter, 2 m in length), which were cleaved lengthwise. The ends were 

covered with transparent polypropylene which was sealed tight with 

aquarium silicone glue. To stabilize the half-pipes and protect the plastic 

ends from mechanical stress two plastic strips was attached underneath 

each pipe, in longitudinal direction. The pipes were filled with boiled 

sand (1-2 mm Haley-Shining black 136.0169), covering the bottom with 

a 0.5-1 cm layer. Water was subsequently added to a total depth of 2.5 cm 

(sand included). For experimental trials, the water used was collected 

downstream of Lake Rosenkällasjön. All water used, both during 

experimental trials and in storage containers was collected at least 96 

hours before usage in order to prevent interaction from predatory cues, 

which can have a large impact on A. aquaticus behaviour (Harris et al 

2013). 

The experimental trials was conducted in darkness, using IR illuminators 

with a wavelength of 850 nm (ECOLINE TV6700, Security Center 

ABUS Group) and a surveillance camera with IR capabilities (DCS-

2330L, D-Link) for recording (Figure 3). Video analysis was done 

subsequently and not in realtime.  
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Figure 3. Picture of the experimental set up, taken as a freeze frame function 
with the surveillance camera. Four additional IR lamps which themselves are 
not visible are in use, two above each short end. The bright lines, 
perpendicular to the pipes, represent the cut off for the trials, with a length of 
140 cm in between. Note that the full length of the pipes could not be utilized 
due to technical limitations. 

Trials were done for five individuals simultaneously, with one individual 

in each pipe. Each individual was placed in the middle of a pipe, 

thereafter allowed to explore the pipe for one minute before extracting a 

picture and the current position counted as the starting point in the trial. 

Thereafter either the time to passing the cut off line (70 cm from the 

centre of the pipes, see Figure 3) was recorded or, if not passing the cut 

off 15 minutes after the start, the current position recorded. After 

maximal test time (16 minutes) immediate reruns where conducted three 

times making each individual run in the same pipe four times. 

Trials were semi-randomized, so that individuals were picked 

systematically from locations, but randomly allocated to pipe. When 

occurring, kick sampling and trap catches were treated as separate 

locations. After one individual from all locations had completed the trials 

the next individual from the first location was picked and so on. 

 

3.4 Morphological measurement 

After the displacement experiment each individual was photographed 

alive in a water filled petri dish, placed upon a graph paper. All photos 

were taken with a Nikon Coolpix 4500, which was placed on a tripod 
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above the petri dish. Thereafter the photographed individual was placed 

in carbonated water for euthanization. Two legs, one from the third and 

one from the seventh pair, were removed from each individual and 

photographed. The isopods were subsequently stored in -20° C, which 

allowed for sex determination later on. This was done using the hallmarks 

on the first pair of legs and pleopods (Enckell 1980). 

Body length was measured from the pictures of living individuals as the 

distance between the tip of the head and the tip of the pleotelson 

(anterior). The angle between the legs of the first segment and the tip of 

the head was measured as an approximation of hydrodynamic 

characteristics (Eroukhmanoff & Svenssson 2009). Measurement error on 

head morphology can be severe, where within individual variance can be 

higher than between individuals (Bertin et al 2002). A subset consisting 

of 20 randomly chosen individuals from the summer batch was 

investigated for measurement errors, but both the within and between 

picture variance for individuals were lower than variance between 

individuals. The length of ischium, merus and carpus were used as a 

composite distance in representation of leg length. Measurement of all 

morphological traits was done in ImageJ (Rasband 2013).  

 

3.5 Data analysis & statistical model 

Bayesian analysis are used in a wide range of applications and is a field 

constantly undergoing methodological advancements. Most applications 

are based on Bayes’ Theorem, which include three components. These 

are: i) the current knowledge or beliefs, incorporated as the prior ii) the 

observed data, incorporated via the likelihood and iii) the updated belief 

based on the previous two, i.e. the posterior. There are several detailed 

introductions to Bayesian inference. See e.g. Van Oijen et al (2005) for a 

good description in an ecological context or Bolker et al (2009) for a 

comparison with other statistical methods on a practical level. 

In this study both population and individual parameters were estimated 

using a Bayesian hierarchical model approach, where the test animal’s 

dispersal was viewed as a one dimensional diffusion process. The 

population effect (β0) from the resulting models was the main interest as 

credible differences in β0 could indicate differences in expression of 

dispersal between phenotypes. Effects from individual traits (β1) would 

indicate effects from corresponding covariate (morphological traits, sex 

or catchment period).  
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In the hierarchical model used in this study the squared distance from 

starting to end point, net square displacement (NSD or Yij
2), and the time 

for said displacement (tij) to occur were used in all analysed models. Sex 

and morphological measurements were added as covariates and analysed 

individually or all together, other combinations of covariates were 

omitted in order to reduce run time for the model. The covariates used 

were relative leg length (to body length) of the seventh and third pair, 

head angle, body length and sex. In the analysis of the wild caught 

animals the catchment period (June or October) was also used as a 

covariate. For the wild caught animals analysis were done both joint and 

separate in regard of catchment period. Analysis were done separate for 

common garden animals. Isopods caught with traps were omitted in the 

Bayesian analysis due too few caught individuals. 

All possible groupings of common garden animals were tested (i.e. cave 

& surface are alike and cave & surface are different) for model selection. 

For the wild caught animals the groupings which were tested where 

constrained to the ecologically most reasonable outcomes in order to limit 

run time for the model analysis. These were: i) all nine sampling 

locations are alike, ii) all locations are unique, iii) all surface locations are 

alike, but different from the cave locations, which themselves are alike, 

iv) all upstream, cave and downstream locations are alike within, but 

different between areas. 

Following the assumptions that the movement can be approximated with 

a diffusion process a probability density function derived for one 

dimensional Brownian particles was used on the individual level. The 

distance measured in an individual’s trial (𝑌𝑖𝑗), the observed data, was 

distributed with a normal distribution based on the starting point and the 

individual’s variance (Vij).  

𝑌𝑖𝑗~𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0, 𝑉𝑖𝑗)  Eq. 1 

The latter was calculated using the function g(Di,tij), which was based on 

the diffusion constant for the individual (𝐷𝑖) and the time since start of 

the trial for the individual (𝑡𝑖𝑗).  

𝑉𝑖𝑗 =  𝑔(𝐷𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖𝑗)   Eq. 2 

The variance (Vij) for the normal distribution of Yij was estimated as two 

times the product of Di and tij. 
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𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 2𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑗    Eq. 3 

At the population level, the model assume that population shape (α) was 

distributed as a gamma distribution with hyperpriors 𝐴𝛼 and 𝛽𝛼 (Eq. 4). 

The hyperprior shape for population shape (𝐴𝛼) was set to 1, thus making 

it exponential, and the hyperprior rate for population shape (𝛽𝛼) was set 

to 0.0295, making the mean of the resulting gamma distribution for 

population shape 33.898 and 95 % of the population shape values (α) to 

be below 100. 

𝛼~𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝐴𝛼 , 𝛽𝛼)  Eq. 4 

The diffusion constant (Di) for individual i was assumed to be distributed 

as an inverse gamma distribution based on the population shape (α) and 

the population scale βi.  

𝐷𝑖~𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(𝛼, 𝛽𝑖)    Eq. 5 

The latter was calculated with the function f(β0, β1, Xi), based on the 

parameters 𝜷𝒐 (group intercept values, “population effect”), 𝜷𝟏 (covariate 

effects, “individual effect”) and 𝑿𝒊 (covariate values for the individual) 

These parameters were sometimes vectors, depending on number of 

covariates and groupings in the proposed model. 

𝛽𝑖 = 𝑓(𝜷𝒐, 𝜷𝟏, 𝑿𝒊)   Eq. 6 

The priors for 𝛽0 and 𝛽1 were set to be normally distributed with mean 0 

and standard deviation of 100, chosen to be uninformative and therefore 

likely flat over their respective posterior distributions, limiting the impact 

of the respective prior. 

The function f(β0, β1, Xi) was built in two components (Eq. 7 and 8). The 

mean (m), which was dependent on the parameters β0, β1, Xi and a 

transformation of m into the scale parameter for the inverse gamma 

distribution. The calculation of m (Eq. 7) consists of an exponential 

function of both β0 and the product of β1 and Xi.  

𝑚 = 𝑒(𝜷𝟎+𝑿𝒊𝜷𝟏)        Eq. 7 

𝑓(𝜷𝒐, 𝜷𝟏, 𝑿𝒊) = 𝑚(𝛼 − 1)  Eq. 8 
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The diffusion constant (Di) had a conditional distribution which was 

known and therefore sampled with Gibbs sampling in the Markov-chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. The conditional distribution of 

population parameter shape (α) was unknown and was therefore sampled 

with a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm within the MCMC. The MCMC-

chain in the study were in all analysis run over 2 million iterations, with 

an adaptive proposal algorithm, which optimizes the acceptance rate 

towards 0.234.  

To analyse results, deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et 

al 2002) was used for model selection. The model with lowest DIC value 

indicates the best parsimony of the model parameters’ likelihood of 

producing the observed data and relatively low complexity of the model. 

However, as McCarthy & Masters (2005) explains, differences of less 

than two indicates indistinguishable models and only when the difference 

is greater than ten can the poorer model (with higher DIC value) be seen 

as having virtually no support. This is done one the same basis as for 

AIC, as described by Burnham & Anderson (2002). 

Mean square displacement per time unit was used to illustrate an 

overview of the observed data (Eq. 9), 

            𝑀𝑆𝐷 =
∑

𝑌𝑖𝑗
2

𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥
     Eq. 9 

 

where Yij is the observed dispersion of an individual’s trial, tij is the time 

for Yij and jmax is the number of trials for individual i. 

 

Computation of the model analysis was done in R (R Core Team 2014) 

with the additional packages; circular (Agostinelli & Lund 2013), 

MCMCpack (Martin et al 2011), partitions (Hankin 2006), matrixStats 

(Bengtsson 2015), Hmisc (Harrell & Dupont 2016) and undocumented 

functions to a large extent written by Tom Lindström, but modified by the 

author.   
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4 Results 

Sex determination revealed a bias of males over females in the wild 

caught batches, but a higher occurrence of females in the common garden 

animals (Table 2.) The high mortality in the summer batch and release of 

small individuals in the autumn batch may have distorted the true 

sampling proportion. When comparing catch per unit effort (CPUE) from 

net sampling in the summer batch, based on original catch data, the 

surface sample locations had a higher CPUE compared to the cave 

locations. Trap sampling showed the opposite, but often included possible 

predators in the surface locations, which may have reduced the efficiency 

of these traps. 

Table 2.  Distribution of isopods in regard to sampling site, sex, sampling 
period and method. Only individuals which were used in the displacement 
experiment are listed. However, individuals caught in traps were omitted in the 
Bayesian analysis due to potential sampling bias between methods. 

  Summer Autumn   Common  

 Net Trap Net  garden 

 Site Female Male Female Male Female Male Site Female Male 

US1 1 11 3 1 15 15 US 22 7 

US2 1 12 0 0 20 10 CA 17 12 

US3 3 7 1 2 15 14    

CA1 4 5 0 2 14 16    

CA2 3 11 0 9 11 19    

CA3 6 15 2 5 11 19    

DS1 8 5 0 0 7 23    

DS2 5 9 0 0 9 20    

DS3 1 5 0 1 4 26    
 
Sum 32 80 6 20 106 162   39 19 

 

As a representation and summary of the observed data Yij, MSD per time 

unit (Figure 4) revealed large variation within sample location and big 

overlap between sample locations.  
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Figure 4. Overview of dispersion as MSD per time unit (cm2s-1). Boxplots with 
the median as thick horizontal line, 25th and 75th percentile as lower and upper 
box limits, whiskers as either the extreme ends of the data or, when outlying 
data points are present, 1.5 times the inter quartile range (the distance 
between the 25th and 75th percentile). For abbreviations of locations see Table 
1. 

 

4.1 Common garden isopods 

The model selection for common garden individuals did not favour a 

single model over another as there was less in DIC-value than two 

between the lowest scoring model and the second (Table 3). As these two 

models were contradictory, there was no evident result regarding 

differences in dispersal between the cave and surface phenotype. 

However, when analysing model 2 (M = 2 in Table 3), the probability of 

β0Cave (the effect on dispersal from belonging to the cave phenotype) 

being higher than β0Surface was 0.85. As model 1 (M = 1 in Table 3) group 

all individuals as the same group, there can be no likelihood comparison 

of β0 for that model. Although there was a trend of β0Cave being larger than 

β0Surface, the credibility intervals largely overlap (Figure 5), suggesting 

autocorrelation with α. In both top candidate models (M = 1 and 2) body 

length was used as a covariate and it had positive effect on individual 

dispersion (through Di) in both models, with 0.95 credibility intervals not 

overlapping zero (Figure 6).  
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Table 3. Model selection with DIC for common garden isopods. Grouping 
indicates if the model regarded the cave phenotype and surface phenotype as 
one homogenous group (1, 1) or separate (1, 2). The covariates length of 
seventh and third leg respectively, head angle, body length and sex are either 
active (1) or inactive (0). M is just an index number for the models. 

 

 

Figure 5. Intercept for the population effect with β0Cave, β0Surface from model 2 
and β0 from model 1 in the common garden analysis. Points are the median 
and error bars show the 0.95 credibility interval for the posterior distribution.   

 M       Grouping Leg 7 Leg 3 Angle Body L Sex DIC 

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 114.64 

2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 115.46 

3 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 117.23 

4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 117.66 

5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 117.71 

6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 117.91 

7 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 118.29 

8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 118.35 

9 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 118.39 

10 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 118.58 

11 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 118.67 

12 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 119.07 

13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 119.66 

14 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 120.17 
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Figure 6. Effects of body length as a covariate, β1, for the common garden 
analysis. Credibility intervals did not overlap zero in neither of the models, 
which suggests that body length always had a positive effect on dispersion. 
Points are the median and error bars show the 0.95 credibility interval for the 
posterior distribution. 

 

4.2 Wild caught isopods 

4.2.1 Summer & Autumn batch 

Model selection for wild caught isopods with both catchment batches in 

the same analysis did not favour a single model as there were other 

models within two DIC scores of the one with the lowest value (Table 4). 

As with the analysis of the common garden animals, the two top 

candidate models were contradictory and therefore no evident grouping 

of locations could be done. When analysing model 2 (M = 2 in Table 4), 

the probability of β0Surface (the effect on dispersal from belonging to the 

surface phenotype) being higher than β0Cave was 0.82, but the credibility 

intervals largely overlap (Figure 7). In the top candidate models the 

catchment period was the single active covariate and it had a positive 

effect on Di in both models, indicating that individuals from the autumn 

batch disperse faster than individuals in the summer batch (because 

catchment was analysed as summer = 0 and autumn = 1) (Figure 8, see 

also Figure 4). 
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Table 4. Model selection with DIC for wild caught animals. Numbers for 
respective sample location (see Table 1 for abbreviations of locations) 
corresponds to the grouping in the model, thus the locations with equal 
number were grouped together within the same model. The covariates; length 
of seventh and third leg respectively, catchment period, body length and sex 
are either active (1) or inactive (0). M is just an index number for the models. 
Models within ten in DIC distance to M = 1 are shown. See section 8.1 
(Appendix 1) for extended table. 

M US1 US2 US3 CA1 CA2 CA3 DS1 DS2 DS3 7leg 3leg Catch BodyL Sex DIC 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 682.07 

2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 683.22 

3 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 684.85 

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 686.03 

5 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 686.92 

6   1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 688.55 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Intercept for the population effect with β0Cave, β0Surface from model 2 
and β0 from model 1 in the analysis of all wild caught animals. Points are the 
median and error bars show the 0.95 credibility interval for the posterior 

distribution. 
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Figure 8. Effects of catchment period as a covariate, β1, for the analysis of 
wild caught animals in model 1 and 2. Credibility intervals did not overlap zero 
in neither of the models, which suggests that individuals in the autumn batch 
disperse faster than individuals from the summer batch. Points are the median 
and error bars show the 0.95 credibility interval for the posterior distribution. 

 

4.2.2 Autumn batch 

Model selection in analysis of only the autumn batch follows the pattern 

from Table 3 and 4, but in here as many as eight models were ranked as 

being inseparable (Table 5, Appendix 1). Most of the top candidate 

models group all sample locations together, but two models group cave 

and surface locations separately. No covariate of particular impact was 

found, as model selection did not seem to favour any particular covariate 

and all credibility intervals for covariate effects overlapped zero 

(credibility intervals not presented). When analysing model 6 and 7 (the 

top candidate models with more than one grouping, M = 6 and 7 in Table 

5), the probability of β0Surface (the effect on dispersal from belonging to the 

surface phenotype) being higher than β0Cave was 0.72 and 0.76 

respectively, but the credibility intervals largely overlap (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. Intercept for the population effect with β0Surface and β0Cave from model 
6 and 7. Also β0 for models 1 through 5 and 8, which group all locations 
together. Analysis done on wild caught animals from the autumn batch. Points 
are the median and error bars show the 0.95 credibility interval for the 

posterior distribution. 

 

4.2.3 Summer batch 

Model selection in analysis of only the summer batch follows the same 

pattern as shown previously for the autumn batch, with the top eight 

candidate models being inseparable (Table 6, Appendix 1). However, the 

exact same ranking does not appear. Most of the top candidate 

alternatives group all sample locations together, but model 4 and 8 group 

cave and surface locations separately. No covariate of particular impact 

was found, as model selection did not seem to favour any particular 

covariate and all credibility intervals for covariate effects overlapped zero 

(credibility intervals not presented). When analysing model 4 and 8 (the 

top candidate models with more than one grouping, M = 4 and 8 in Table 

6), the probability of β0Surface (the effect on dispersal from belonging to the 

surface phenotype) being higher than β0Cave was 0.79 and 0.81 

respectively, but the credibility intervals largely overlap (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Intercept for the population effect with β0Surface and β0Cave from 
model 4 and 8. Also β0 for models 1 through 3 and 5 through 7, which group 
all locations together. Analysis done on wild caught animals from the summer 
batch. Points are the median and error bars show the 0.95 credibility interval 
for the posterior distribution.  

 

5 Discussion 

There is an urgent need to understand dispersal in order to predict 

responses to changes in environment as well as fragmentation (Bowler & 

Benton 2005), where local adaptations can influence the dynamics of 

range shifting (Atkins & Travis 2010). Dispersal dimorphism often 

evolve (Kisdi 2002) and a wide array of traits are connected to high or 

low expression of dispersal (Hudina et al 2014). It is therefore important 

to get a better understanding of the differentiation of dispersal traits in 

order to connect these traits to other ecological mechanisms. As more 

suitable habitat select for increased dispersal distance (smaller risk of 

migrating to an unfavourable habitat) (Bonte et al 2010), it is reasonable 

to assume a significant divergence in dispersive traits between cave 

dwelling and surface populations of A. aquaticus. Habitat clumping 

generates high dispersal success even among weak dispersers, especially 

for individuals constrained to one habitat type (King & With 2002). The 

cave habitat is aggregated and it is fair to assume that the cave phenotype 

is constrained to the cave. Because of the ambiguous results, there were 

however no results from my study to support this statement. The dispersal 

trait expression could be alike, but it might just as well differ between 

phenotypes, as the differences in DIC-value between models was too 

small. 
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However, there is a big difference in predator abundance between the 

habitats. Both fish and predatory macroinvertebrates are frequently found 

in the surface habitat and scarcely in the cave habitat (personal 

observation; Hargeby, personal communication) and predation from birds 

does not exist in the cave. My results might to some degree derive from 

divergent selection on foraging rate, as predatory evasion and resource 

competition likely have different impact in surface and cave habitats. 

Foraging rate is likely to respond to shifts between minimizing of 

predation risk and intraspecific competition, depending on their relative 

importance (Urban & Richardson 2015). The combined effects of 

selection from habitat availability and optimization of foraging rate might 

be a cause for similar dispersal trait expression between the phenotypes. 

Under the assumption that the selected models which group cave and 

surface animals separately is correct, there were opposing trends between 

the analysis of common garden and wild caught animals. In common 

garden, the cave animals were more likely to disperse longer, while the 

opposite tendencies were seen in the wild caught animals. This might 

simply be due to stochasticity, but might also be explained by the risk 

allocation hypothesis (Lima & Bednekoff 1999). According to this 

hypothesis animals which are exposed to short periods of high risk can 

afford to forage at a moderate pace while unthreatened and show strong 

vigilance (antipredator response) while exposed to the threat. Individuals 

which are exposed to high risk over an extended period of time must 

instead maximize foraging rate while the threat is low. If foraging under 

those short periods does not meet energy demands, individuals 

experiencing high predation threat should forage at a moderate pace even 

when exposed to high risk (Ferrari et al 2009) and under environmental 

variability (Higginson et al 2012). However, the energetic state of the 

prey greatly affects how strong risk allocation is expressed (Matassa & 

Trussell 2014). This could explain why the surface phenotype showed a 

tendency for higher dispersal in the wild caught batch but not in the 

common garden, even when taking into account that the cave phenotype 

optimize for foraging rate. Because the common garden isopods lacked 

exposure to predators, the surface phenotype would not show the same 

response to utilize the period of low risk. For the wild caught isopods of 

surface phenotype, lab conditions embodies low predation risk. The 

above reasoning assumes both divergent selection and adaptive behaviour 

in the individual to current conditions. It is also possible that such an 

adaptive response affect the surface phenotype so that the initial response 

differs from the cave phenotype, but with time changes to similar levels 

(McNamara et al 2013).  
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My comparison of the phenotypes might increase the insight into 

differentiation of dispersal traits due to local adaptations, but further 

studies are needed. Beyond the obvious fact that more data might be 

beneficial, such studies might benefit from using experimental setups 

which enables analysis as a random walk (e.g. Kareiva & Shigesada 

1983; Westerberg et al 2008) rather than diffusion. Codling et al (2008) 

discusses several models for movement which might be more beneficial 

to the study of dispersal in relation to local adaptation, but likely require 

usage of two dimensional test arenas and auto tracking software to work 

properly on A. aquaticus. Approaches with informed movement might 

also see success (e.g. Fronhofer et al 2013), but are probable harder to 

test empirically on Asellus. 

Body size seems to have some impact on dispersal in A. aquaticus, as 

both top candidate models in the common garden analysis show positive 

effects from body length on dispersion. Interestingly, sex did not, even 

though males are known to be more active than females (Huang & Sih 

1990). Sexual selection favour large males (Bertin et al 2002), and males 

are generally larger than females (eg Harris et al 2011). However, for the 

isopods used in the common garden experiment size difference was not 

evident (mean body length and SD: females 7.2 ± 0.67 mm, males 7.9 ± 

1.04 mm). 

There are several possible explanations for dispersive difference between 

the autumn and summer batch. Different stages in life is a likely 

explanation, as age might influence dispersal (Altwegg et al 2000). It is 

also reasonable that the Saprolegnia outbreak in the summer batch might 

have weakened the surviving individuals. Another factor which might 

contribute to the difference is slightly longer storage of individuals from 

the summer batch. 

Studies have proposed that darkness is the major selective force 

responsible for subterranean adaptation (Culver et al 2010), but Culver & 

Pipan (2012, 2015) highlights the need to look at cave habitats as a 

continuum of selective forces with both convergent and divergent 

selection. It is reasonable to assume that the combination of these forces 

have an effect on the dispersive traits in subterranean Asellus populations. 

According to long term time series of phosphorous and nitrogen, 

measured just after the stream leaves the cave system, the nutrient levels 

are very high (Abrahamnsson 2010). This suggests that cave adaptations 

in Cave Lummelunda does not derive from contrasting selection due to 

low nutrient levels. In a recent study Konec et al (2015) compare 

contrasting cave habitats in regard to nutrient availability and find both 
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concordant and contrasting evolution. However, there are many other 

aspects which differ between those populations, such as different ancestry 

and sulphidic water, making general assumptions about selective forces 

due to nutrient levels on Asellus in caves problematic. The concordant 

evolution found in the above mentioned study is, according to Konec et 

al, probably due to darkness as a selective force. 

At least some of the cave and surface phenotypes of A. aquaticus is inter-

fertile (Protas et al 2011) and although hybridization between the specific 

phenotypes have been successful in vitro (Hargeby, personal 

communication) it is yet unclear if it occurs in vivo. Assortative mating 

with regard to phenotype occur in recently diverged phenotypes of the 

species (Hargeby & Erlandsson 2006; Eroukhmanoff et al 2011), but 

limited gene flow between very diversified populations have been found 

(Verovnik et al 2003). However, the latter study also points towards 

existence of barriers against gene flow between populations. It is also 

possible that asymmetric isolation barriers occur, limiting gene flow to 

one direction, which in some cases can be caused by such small 

differences in habitat as microclimatic conditions (Gosden et al 2015). 

However, genetic analysis can increase the insight into the particular gene 

flow in vivo, as proved in other geographic areas by for instance 

Verovnik et al (2003, 2004, 2005), Sworobowicz et al (2015) or Konec et 

al (2016). With such knowledge it would be possible to investigate gene 

flow as supplement to studies on phenotypic level. 

It might be hard to generalize findings about dispersal traits in regard to 

cave habitats as the apparent mixture of divergent and convergent 

selective forces in caves likely acts on dispersal traits in interaction. 

Quantification of the selective intensity of these forces is therefore key to 

predict dispersal trait expression. It is likely that the population effect (β0) 

on dispersal in the different habitats in this study have been influenced 

more intensely by different selective forces. It is possible that these forces 

result in a contrasting adaptation, which yet resemble similar effect on 

dispersal, which in such a case would lead to difficulties when comparing 

the phenotypes directly.  
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5.1 Conclusions 

The main hypothesis that isopods from the cave phenotype would be less 

dispersive than isopods from the surface phenotype could not be 

supported by the results. Neither could support for similar dispersal be 

obtained or higher dispersal for the cave phenotype. However, it is 

reasonable to assume either similarity or difference between the 

phenotypes occur. The inconclusive results might derive from large 

variation in dispersal data on both individual and population level, but 

also on divergent adaptations which yield similar expression of dispersal. 

Further study with experimental design which is more adapted to the 

discontinuous and variable movement of the isopods may bring clarity to 

the question. That body size had positive effects on dispersal in the 

common garden analysis highlights the potential of the concept behind 

this study. 
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8 Appendix 1 - DIC Tables 

 

Table 4 extended. Model selection with DIC for wild caught animals. Numbers 
for respective sample location (see Table 1 for abbreviations of locations) 
corresponds to the grouping in the model, thus the locations with equal 
number were grouped together within the same model. The covariates; length 
of seventh and third leg respectively, catchment period, body length and sex 
are either active (1) or inactive (0). M is just an index number for the models.  

M US1 US2 US3 CA1 CA2 CA3 DS1 DS2 DS3 7leg 3leg Catch BodyL Sex DIC 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 682.07 

2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 683.22 

3 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 684.85 

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 686.03 

5 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 686.92 

6 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 688.55 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 692.08 

8 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 692.44 

9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 692.51 

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 692.79 

11 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 693.39 

12 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 693.50 

13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 693.95 

14 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 694.34 

15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 694.35 

16 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 694.95 

17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 1 0 0 695.04 

18 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 695.14 

19 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 695.17 

20 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 695.19 

21 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 696.81 

22 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 696.85 

23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 1 1 698.77 

24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 0 0 0 703.31 

25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 704.25 

26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 0 0 0 704.60 

27 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 0 1 705.57 

28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 1 0 705.65 
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Table 5. Model selection with DIC for wild caught animals with only the 
autumn batch. Numbers for respective sample location (see Table 1 for 
abbreviations of locations) corresponds to the grouping in the model, thus the 
locations with equal number were grouped together within the same model. 
The covariates; length of seventh and third leg respectively, head angle, body 
length and sex are either active (1) or inactive (0). M is just an index number 
for the models.  

M US1 US2 US3 CA1 CA2 CA3 DS1 DS2 DS3 Leg 7 Leg 3 Angle Body L Sex DIC 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 410.05 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 410.66 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 411.30 

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 411.59 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 411.67 

6 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 411.74 

7 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 411.94 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 411.95 

9 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 412.22 

10 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 413.12 

11 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 413.20 

12 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 413.46 

13 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 413.56 

14 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 413.97 

15 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 414.39 

16 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 414.93 

17 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 414.95 

18 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 415.22 

19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 416.90 

20 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 418.13 

21 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 419.60 

22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 423.46 

23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 0 0 0 423.98 

24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 1 0 0 424.19 

25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 1 0 424.52 

26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 0 0 0 424.67 

27 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 0 1 425.73 

28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 1 1 429.10 
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Table 6. Model selection with DIC for wild caught animals with only the 
summer batch. Numbers for respective sample location (see Table 1 for 
abbreviations of locations) corresponds to the grouping in the model, thus the 
locations with equal number were grouped together within the same model. 
The covariates; length of seventh and third leg respectively, head angle, body 
length and sex are either active (1) or inactive (0). M is just an index number 
for the models.  

M US1 US2 US3 CA1 CA2 CA3 DS1 DS2 DS3 Leg 7 Leg 3 Angle Body L Sex DIC 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 272.05 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 272.88 

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 273.20 

4 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 273.22 

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 273.46 

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 273.80 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 273.86 

8 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 273.95 

9 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 274.48 

10 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 274.51 

11 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 274.60 

12 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 274.80 

13 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 275.01 

14 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 275.59 

15 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 275.78 

16 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 275.93 

17 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 276.31 

18 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 276.59 

19 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 278.66 

20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 278.89 

21 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 280.54 

22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 282.33 

23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 0 0 0 282.68 

24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 1 0 0 282.96 

25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 0 0 0 283.11 

26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 1 0 283.88 

27 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 0 1 284.21 

28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 1 1 285.95 

 

 


